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ABSTRACT 
Bounds are derived for the eigenvalues of the Hermitian matrix C given by 
C = AB + BA, where A and B are positive definite, Hermitian, complex matrices. A 
sufficient condition is given for C to be positive definite. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A and B be two complex, positive definite n by n, Hermitian 
matrices, and define C by 
C =AB+ BA. (1) 
In this paper, we seek bounds on the eigenvalues of C in terms of the 
eigenvalues of A and B. Similarly, we seek a sufficient condition for C to be 
positive definite. Problems such as this arise in viscoplasticity [l] and perhaps 
other physical applications. 
Notation and Background 
In the following, upper case letters such as X will refer to rz by n 
Hermitian matrices. Corresponding indexed lower case letters such as xi will 
denote the eigenvalues of X, ordered so that xi >rz > * * . ax,,. The spectral 
radius and spectral condition number of X will be denoted as n(X) and k, [2, 
pp. 45, 811. 
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Since A and B are positive definite and Hermitian, 
P(A) = al> P(B) = h 
Finally, note that if X is positive definite, it may be written as 
where X ‘/’ is likewise positive definite [3, p. 221. Also, the inverse of X will 
be denoted as X -l, and (X1/2)-1 will be denoted as X -l/‘. 
2. LOWER BOUND 
Our main result is given below as Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let A and B be positive definite n by n Hermitian 
matrices with eigenvalues a, > a2 > . . . > a, and b, > b, > . ’ * > b,,, respec- 
tively, and let C=AB + BA. Then the minimum eigenvalue c,, of C obeys 
the inequality 
c, > min I 1 a,b, (*+l)2_k(vGl) a=l,n 2 fl r’ fi 11 ’ 
where k, and kr, are the spectral condition numbers of A and B, respective- 
ZY. 
Several ancillary lemmas will be given first to facilitate proving Theorem 
1. 
LEMMA 1. Let 
G = B-1/2(A+Z)-1(A+Z)-1B-1’2, 
and let fi, g, and c, denote, respectively, the ordered eigenvalues of the 
matrices F, G, and C. Zf c, > 0, then fl < 1 and c, > (1- fl)/2gl. Zf c,, <O, 
then c,, > (1 - fl)/2g,,, and hence fi > 1. 
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Proof. Equation (1) is equivalent to 
2(C- c,,Z) = (A + Z)B(A + I) - (A - Z)B(A -I) - 2c,Z. (2) 
Obvious manipulations lead to the identity 
6 = I- F-2c,,G, (3) 
where 
d = 2B-‘/2(A+Z)-‘(C-~,,Z)(A+Z)-‘B-1’2, 
and F and G are defined in the statement of the lemma. Evidently F and G 
are Hermitian and positive definite [3, p. 221. For reasons to be evident 
shortly, we will treat cases corresponding to whether C, 2 0 or c, CO. 
(a) Suppose c, > 0. Then F + 2c,,G is positive definite and Hermitian. 
By definition of c,, the minim_um eigenvalue of C- c,Z is zero. It follows that 
the minimum eigenvalue of C is zero, and hence from (3) we conclude that 
p(F+2c,,G) = 1. 
Also, fr f 1 by the positive definiteness of F and G and the Courant-Fischer 
min-max theorem on eigenvalues, i.e., 
1 = p(F+2c,,G) = X,,(F+2c,G) > A,,(F) = fi. 
For Hermitian matrices the spectral radius is a matrix norm, and hence 
p(F) +2c,p(G) > p(F+2cnG) = 1. 
Since p(F) = fi and p(G) = g,, we have 
c ,;1-fl 
“/2 g, ’ 
provided c, > 0. 
(b) Suppose c,, < 0. Then Z - 2c,,G is positive definite. Equation (3) is 
now rewritten as 
(Z-~C,G)-“~~(Z-~C,G)-~‘~ = I- (Z-~C,G)-“~F(Z-~C,G)-“~. 
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The micimum eigenvalue of (I - Sk,, G ) - ‘%( Z - 2c, G ) _ ‘I2 is zero, since 
that of C is zero. Therefore 
p[ (Z-2c,G)-L’2F(Z-2c,,G)-1”] = 1. 
From the properties of matrix norms, we have 
1 = p[ (I-2c,G)- ““F(Z-2c,G)-“‘1 
< p(F)p2[(Z-2c,G)-1’2] = p(P)p[(l-2~,G)~~] 
< 
fl 
l-2c,g, * 
Also, since c, < 0, fl > 1. Evidently 
c >ll_fl 
“‘2 gll 
if c,, <O. The inequalities (4a), (4b) together imply that 
1 l-f1 c, > min - - 
[ I a=l,n 2 g, . 
(4b) 
(5) 
whether c,, < 0 or c,, > 0. 
A second lemma follows directly. 
LEMMA 2. The minimum eigenvalue c,, of C obeys the inequality 
c, > min 
1 l-k&[(A+Z)-‘(A-Z)] 
a=l.fI 2 1 1 (6) 
where a, and bi are the ith eigenvalues of A and B, 
k,, is the spectral condition number of B. 
respectively, und where 
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Proof. Using the properties of matrix norms, we find 
fi = p(F) < ,02(B-1’2)p2(B1’2)~2[(A+Z)-1(A-Z)] 
= kbp2[(A+Z)-1(A-Z)] (6a) 
g, = p(G) < p2(B-"2)p2[(A+Z)-1] = L-e._!-- 
bn (1+aJ2 
(6b) 
1 
- = p(G-l) < p2(B'i2)p2(A+Z) = bl(l+al)2. 
gn 
(64 
Suppose c,, > 0. Then c, > $(l -f,)/g, and fi < 1, and upon using (6a) 
and (6b) we find 
1 ~+I~[(A+Z)-~(A-Z)] 
c, > - 
2 1 1 -~ 
b7I (1+aJ2 
Suppose c, <O. Then c, > i(l -jr)/& and fl > 1, and from (6a) and (6c) 
we find 
c > 1 l-b2[(A+Z)-%+Z)] 
?I’ 2 1 1 
F (1+ aJ2 
These two results together give (6). n 
To obtain sharper bounds we introduce a parameter x, which is real and 
positive, and we rewrite (1) as 
XC = (xA)B + B(xA). 
The inequality (6) now leads to 
c, > min 
a=l,n [ 2 
l ba(1:xaa)2 {l-~~Z3s[(xA+z)-l(ul-z)]}] 
where the functions Z,(x) have been introduced for later convenience. We 
seek a maximum of Z,(x) over all x > 0. 
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For later use we introduce the notation 
(8) 
where 9 is a positive real number. 
LEMMAS. For A, +(q), and x0 defined above, 
p2[(xA+z)-'(xA_z)] = d%) if X<% 
i +(xq) if x>x,’ 
Proof. First note that the eigenvalues of (xA + l)- ‘(xA - 1) are 
xu, - 1 
xa, + 1 ’ 
and hence, referring to (8), 
p"[(wl+Z)~'(xA--I)] = rnax g 
L 1 
a = my+(qr). 
Note that 4 9) = @(l/q). For 9 > 0, $4 9) has a minimum of 9 = 1, and also 
+(91) > +(92) if 9r > 92 > 1, (8a) 
and 
4491) > +(92) if 9r < 9a < 1. (8b) 
We first prove that for each i and for all x > 0, 
+(xui) < m=[ +(xa,)~~(4 1. (84 
Suppose .ra,> 1. The xal >~a,> 1 and $(xa,) >+(xq) by (8a) above. 
Alternatively, suppose xa, < 1. Then 1 >~a, >~a,,, and +(~a,) 2 +(~a,) by (8b). 
Since q = 1 gives the minimum value of +(q), (8~) follows. 
To prove Lemma 3, suppose 0 <x <x0. Then x2 < l/a,a,, and hence 
l/xan >xa,. Now if XU, > 1, +(rm,)=~$(l/xa,) > $(xar) by (8a). But if xa, < 1, 
then xa,, <~a, < 1 and still @(XIX,) > +(aq) by (8b). So +(q,) >+(xa,) if 
o<x<xo 
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Similarly, suppose x>xe. Then l/xa, <xa,. If 2x” < 1, +(xai) > +(l/xa,) 
=+(~a,) by @a). If rm, > I, then +(mi) >+(~a,) by (84. So +h) > +(~a,) if 
X>X, 
Finally, if x=xg, ~(roa,)=~(~)=~(~)=~(r,a,). Re- 
capitulating, 
Recalling the functions Z,(x) and Z,(x) introduced in (7), we state and 
prove an important lemma. 
LEMMA 4. For Z1(x), Z”(x), and x0 us previously defined, 
F>y [ tx(4 I = GOL (Y = 1,n. 
Proof The proof will treat Zi(x) and Z,(x) separately, distinguishing the 
cases x > x0 from 0 <r <x0. (Note that Z,(x,) = Z,(x,,).) 
(a) Proof for II(x). 
(i) Suppose x > xa. Then after simple manipulation we find 
Z1(x) = &z,b, 
i 
(1-Zcb)(42+2(1+kb)xu,+1-~k, 
*a1 I* 
The bracketed quantity has a global maximum for x >0 when xx1 = 1. But 
and hence the global maximum occurs before the beginning of the interval 
[x0, co). In fact, the bracketed quantity decreases monotonically in the 
interval [x0, co) and therefore reaches its maximum in the interval at x,. 
(ii) Suppose 0 <x < x0. Then 
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The left factor in square brackets is monotonically increasing for all x > 0. 
The right factor in square brackets has a global maximum (for x >0) at 
xu,=l. But 
1 “1 
6 
1 -= 
a, a” G > x0> 
and this global maximum is not attained in the interval (0,x,]. Indeed, both 
factors are monotonically increasing in this interval, and hence their product 
attains a maximum in the interval at -u,. 
Combining the results of (i) and (ii), it follows that the maximum of Z,(X) 
in the interval (0, co) is attained at x0, as asserted in Lemma 4. 
(1~) Prooffor Z”(X). 
(iii) Suppose x >xo. Then after some algebra 
The left factor in brackets decreases monotonically for all X, while the right 
factor has a global maximum (for x> 0) at x= l/a,, which is not in the 
interval [x0, co). Again, the left factor decreases monotonically for x > x0, and 
the maximum of the product of the two factors in the interval [x0, co) is 
attained at x,. 
(iv) Suppose 0 <x Q x0. Then 
Z”(x) = ;u,,b, 
(I-k,)(~a,)~+2(I+k,)xu,+l-k, 
% 1. 
A global maximum (for x > 0) is attained when x = l/a,, but this point is not 
in the interval (0,x,,]. In fact the foregoing expression increases monotoni- 
cally in this interval, and its maximum in the interval is attained at x0. 
Combining the results of (iii) and (iv), it follows that the maximum of 
Z,,(x) for x > 0 is attained at x0, as asserted by Lemma 4. n 
Proof of Theorem 1. By the foregoing lemmas, if c,, > 0 
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and for all c, 
c, 2 min[ 4(4,L(qJ]. 
Upon substitution we obtain 
c, > min 
a=l,n ) II 
as stated in Theorem 1. 
A direct consequence is stated in the following. 
THEOREM 2. If A and B are positive definite, Hennitian, n by n 
matrices, and if C= AB + BA, then C is positive definite if 
k < (a +q2 
b (fi -1)2’ 01) 
where k, and kb are the spectral condition numbers of A and B, respectively. 
Proof. From (lo), c, > 0 and hence C is positive definite if 
(~+l)2_k(vx-1)2>o 
a “a ’ 
which reduces trivially to (11). It is interesting that (11) is equivalent to 
k 
a 
< (fi +q2 
(v&i -q2’ 
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and both inequalities are equivalent to 
so that the foregoing results are “symmetric” in A and B. 
3. UPPER BOUND 
A very simple argument leads to an upper bound for cl. 
THEOREM 3. If A and B are positive definite, Hermitian, n by n 
m&rices, and if C=AB+ BA, then the maximum eigenvalue c1 of C obeys 
the inequality 
c1 < 2a,b,, (12) 
where a, and b, are the maximum eigenvalues of A and B, respectively. 
Proof. 
c1 < p(C) = ]lAB + BAll 
< IlAB II + IIW 
G 2llAlI IlBll = %J(A)P(B) = %h 
where II . II denotes the spectral norm (induced by the Euclidean vector norm 
131). n 
The inequality (12) can also be derived in a manner similar to that for 
Theorem l-that is, using (2), norm properties, a positive real linear parame- 
ter x, etc. 
4. DISCUSSION 
The foregoing bounds are sharp in the sense that equality is achieved in 
the cases below. 
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(a) Suppose A = B= 1. Then (11) is satisfied, and also a, = a,, = b, = b,, = 
k, = kb = 1. Also C = 21, so that c1 = c, = 2. Using (10) and (12), 
and hence equality holds for the identity matrix. 
(b) Suppose A = I, so that a, = a, = k, = 1. Then 
C = 2B, c1 = 2b,, c,, = 2b,,. 
But from (10) and (12), 
2b, 2 cl > c,, > 2b,,. 
The author is deeply indebted to Roger A. Horn fm his assistance on the 
proof of the theorem presented in this paper. 
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